
How to Lose Arm Fat Quickly and Easily 

Most of us have been there.  You just found 

that adorable sleeveless top at 

Nordstrom's, perfect size and on sale!  But 

then you get into that dressing room only 

to find that this gorgeous top happens to 

emphasize your flabby flappers a little too 

well.  While it isn't quite an epidemic, most 

of us could do without the arm fat. Today 

we'll be examining many ways in how to 

lose arm fat, restore your confidence, and 

get you into that wardrobe you were meant 

to wear! 

General Concepts Of How To Lose Arm Fat 

For the most part, weight loss and fat burning is a simple concept: calories in vs. calories 

out.  Therefore replacing those whale flippers with toned, lean muscle is mostly a matter 

of a disciplined diet AND a routine exercises. 

Arm fat build up is very common, and occurs in both men and women.  The two major 

muscles in the upper arm are your triceps and biceps. 

The good news?  There are sooo many exercises we can do to specifically target these 

muscles to build strength, tone, and burn fat. 

The not so good news?  You guessed it!  It takes work.  At the end of the day though, 

losing arm fat is one of the easiest fixes out there.  If I've got your attention read on into 

these surefire ways to lose excess arm fat fast... 

Losing Arm Fat Through Dieting 

When I say dieting I'm not talking about one of those celebrity diets or detoxes (the 

south beach diet, the master cleanse etc.) or any of that jazz.  We're simply talking about 

raising the quality of the food you eat and lowering the quantity.  Eating wholesome, 

nutritious, and organic foods isn't a fad, folks. 



Not only are these foods good for you but make you feel better.  Read some nutritional 

facts on your next visit to the grocery store.  You don't have to be a crazy calorie counter, 

just use your judgment and be aware of what you're putting into your body.  Try to 

compose a daily balance between carbs, fats, proteins and vitamins. 

Speaking of vitamins, there are plenty of great natural supplements out there you can 

take to help burn fat and maintain good levels of required nutrients.  A lot of us don't get 

enough alkaline green foods into our bodies, and supplements are a great way to 

neutralize our acidic stomachs and gain some much needed green nutrients. 

Juicing is a great way to get all the necessary nutrients for your body without adding 

many calories.  You can invest in a solid juicer nowadays for around ninety 

bucks.  Personally, I have been juicing for a little over two years now, and feel much 

more energized and focused than I ever have before.  Also, there are a ton a great (and 

great tasting) juice recipes out there too! 

Hydration is key!  Most of our arm mass is made up of water, and the rest is our 

muscle.  One of the secrets in how to lose arm fat fast is increased hydration.  A healthy 

level of water consumption is eight to twelve glasses of water every day.  Water not only 

helps sooth your hunger pangs, but it also helps flush out those unwanted toxins out of 

your body.  Drown the flab! 

Strong Is The New Skinny! 

You can diet like an Ethiopian fruit 

farmer, but until you build muscle with 

some good old fashioned physical activity 

that arm fat isn't going anywhere.   But 

fear not!  There are so many activities you 

can do to set those chicken wings on 

fire.  Let's start with some more general 

ways to burn fat before we get directly 

target those arm muscles. 

 

 



Walking 

Really?  Walking is going to help me lose arm fat?  In a word, yes!  We're talking about 

general exercise folks.  If you aren't exactly in the habit of an "active lifestyle", walking is 

a great place to start. Walking will still burn plenty of fat and get that cute tush into 

shape.  Walk the dog for a while, or take a stroll with a friend or significant other to get 

some great cardiovascular activity. 

Dancing 

Would you believe me if I told you that getting your groove on for 30 minutes would 

directly shred arm fat?  When you're dancing you move your arms and muscles in all 

sorts of ways without even thinking about it.  So have some fun with it and dance 

away!  I mean come on, who doesn't love the Macarena? 

Sex 

Both physical and pleasurable, having sex is a great way to increase your heart rate and 

even break a sweat.  What muscles do you think are holding you up in all those 

positions?  That's right.  Your arms. 

Jumping Jacks 

Remember your 5th grade gym class?  Think that.  Jumping jacks will boost your heart 

rate and not only help burn arm fat, but build muscle tone over your entire body.  While 

it seems like a childish activity, it gets you moving and really works! 

Arm Exercises 

Now that we’ve gone through some basic cardio exercises to get the blood flowing and 

the heart rate up. It’s time to take a look at some simple body-weight arm exercises that 

will increase strength and muscle tone in those arms! 

Triceps Pushups 

Triceps pushups are pushups with a narrower grip.  The narrow grip specifically targets 

your arm muscles and helps build strength.  To begin, start in a standard pushup 

position on your toes with your hands directly below the inside edges of your 



shoulders.  Flex your core muscles to help keep your back straight while doing this 

exercise. 

Slowly begin to lower down by bending your elbows, keeping them tucked into your side 

the entire time throughout this exercise.  Pause at the bottom of your push up with your 

nose only a three to four inches above the floor.  Then in a controlled motion, explode 

back up to your starting position.  Start with five, maybe ten pushups.  Your ultimate 

goal is twenty five consecutive pushups. 

Triceps Dips 

Another great exercise for your triceps are tricep dips.  Another body-weight exercise 

triceps dips will help eliminate flab from the back of the arm, and decrease the look of 

excess skin.  Using a stable chair, place your palms on the chair (facing away) and bend 

your knees so your entire body-weight is supported by your arms. 

Bend your arms at the elbow until the upper arm and forearm form a 90 degree 

angle.  Pause, hold, and slowly press back up until your arms are straight again.  Try to 

start with three sets of eight repetitions for this exercise and then optimally you will be 

able to do three sets of twelve. 

Single Arm Lateral Raise 

This exercise is packed with toning results that helps lose fat fast from those upper 

arms.  Also, this exercise is great for the core and ab muscles.  Start in a push-up 

position with knees and hands in line, and directly below the shoulders.  Now raise your 

left hand up from this starting position, while flexing the core, until it is parallel to the 

floor and your shoulder line. 

Hold this position here for 10 seconds and then slowly return to the starting 

position.  From here switch sides and repeat the process with the right arm.  If you want 

to add a little more weight you can hold a water bottle in the extended hand.  You will 

certainly feel a burn all over your core and arms with this exercise.  Just remember, pain 

is temporary! 

 

 



Arm Circles 

After the single arm lateral raise I thought we should catch our breath with some simple 

arm circles.  This one is a classic and is no doubt helpful in sculpting arms and 

shoulders.  Again to increase the resistance you can hold two water bottles in your hands 

with this one. 

Start by standing tall with your feet shoulder width apart from each other and your arms 

extended perpendicular to your sides, raised at shoulder height.  From here move your 

arms in a clockwise rotation, completing fifty small rotations in this direction.  Once 

finished, begin making small circles in a counter-clockwise direction. 

This exercise targets your arms, shoulders and back and is great for toning all of these 

muscles. 

Inverted Row 

The other major muscles in your arm are 

the biceps. You're biceps are located on the 

front of your upper.  Burning calories and 

building tone in these muscles is a crash 

course in how to lose arm fat.   The inverted 

row is a spectacular upper back and arm 

exercise that again utilizes your body 

weight. 

For this exercise it is best to do this at the gym with a stabilized bar.  However there are 

other ways to do this at home which I will explain shortly.  We'll beginning by setting the 

bar and positioning yourselves face up towards the ceiling.  The next step is to grip the 

bar (palms facing away) with full extension in the arms keeping our entire spine straight 

from our head to our lower back. 

Next we pull our bodies up using the stability of our bar, touching our chest to the 

bar.  Then lowering ourselves back down to the starting position.  The key here is to try 

to isolate your upper back and arm muscles while keeping our lower body 

quiet.  Breathing here is important.  Inhaling on the way down and exhaling on the way 

up. 



If you don't have access to a gym, you can do this at home by employing a sturdy 

table.  The same concept only we are gripping the edge of the table while lying under it 

(as opposed to a bar).  This is an outstanding exercise for toning those arms.  By keeping 

your back straight and flexing your abs throughout this exercise it also greatly improves 

our posture. 

Bicep Curls 

Now  that we've looked at some simple body-weight it's time to add some weights!  Here 

we're going to perform three sets of 10-12 repetitions.  Start with 5-10 pounds of weight 

here.  Complete bicep curls by standing with the dumbbells at your sides.  Keep your 

elbows tucked into your sides and slowly bend your elbows upwards, lifting your palms 

towards your chest. 

Don't forget to breathe!  Inhaling on the way up, and exhaling on the way down.  An 

alteration to this exercise is called hammer curls in which you simply turn your palms in 

and repeat the same motion.  Hammer curls target the inner bicep muscles while bicep 

curls target the central and outer bicep muscles. 

Arm Stretches 

After all this physical activity it is very important to stretch out and cool 

down.  Stretching is vital to giving your muscles a wider range of motion, aiding in the 

recovery process and preventing potential injuries.  When engaging in exercise, you get 

out what you put in.  By employing these stretches at the end of the workout you'll 

ensure growth and tone in those arm muscles. 

Bicep Stretches 

A simple stretch, we'll start by standing with our feet hip width apart, knees slightly bent 

and toes pointed forward.  Next lift both arms out to your side at shoulder height, 

keeping your shoulders even with each other the entire time. 

Then twist your wrists until your palms are facing behind you.  From here gently push 

your arms back and slightly behind you until you feel the stretch in your arms.  Hold this 

position for at least 30 seconds, breathing deeply the entire time! 

Triceps Stretches 



The most common of tricep stretches this isolates the back of your arms very 

well.  Stand with your feet hip-width apart, toes pointing forward and your knees 

slightly bent.  Bring your right arm straight up by your right ear. Then bend the arm at 

the elbow, dropping your right hand to the left shoulder blade (behind your back).  Point 

the fingers of your right hand down towards your left hip.  Then take your left arm 

across the top of your head grabbing your right tricep slightly past the elbow.  Breathe 

deeply again and gently pull with your left hand until you feel the stretch, but not to the 

point of pain.  Again, hold for at least thirty seconds. 

Finally, fat and excess skin in the upper arm is very common in most people.  It occurs 

naturally over time, but in reading this article I hope you have learned at least a little 

in how to lose arm fat.  Commit to some of these tips and I can assure you that your 

next trip to the Nordstrom's sales rack will be a resounding success! 

Arm Exercise Workout Table 

Exercise Sets Reps 

Tricep Dips  3 8-10 

Bicep Curls 3 10-12 

Single Arm Lateral Raise 4 30-60 Seconds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Can You Lose Weight by Walking? 

The biggest New Year resolution across the 

world is often weight loss. Gym 

memberships sell quickly and thousands of 

people embark on new diet routines in 

hopes to battle the bulge of their waistlines. 

However, there is something that you can 

do now without the costliness of an 

expensive gym membership or diet plan. 

Walking might not be thought to aid in weight control and loss, however, fast-paced 

walking, combined with a healthy diet, is very effective for weight loss. Physical 

activities, such as walking, are crucial to losing weight and leading a healthy lifestyle. 

Moreover, walking can actually reduce your risk of depression and heart disease, but the 

key is how quickly you walk. 

Fast-Paced Walking and Weight Loss 

If you have not seen results from your daily walk it is likely that you need to increase 

your pace. Women who complete three 30 minute high-intensity walks in addition to 

two recovery walks at a moderate pace per week lose nearly six times more weight than 

participants who walk at slow paces each week. Power walkers can even drop four times 

total body fat than those who walk slowly. In women walkers, deep abdominal fat is the 

first type of fat to disappear from daily power walking. 

How to Walk for the Greatest Weight Loss 

Understanding how your walking pace affects caloric burn is the best way to ensure that 

you are maximizes the power of your workout. When you stroll at a window-shopping 

pace you are only burning about 240 calories per hour. 

A brisk walk, or a pace where you can speak without pausing for a few moments at a 

time, can burn up to 340 calories per hour. However, if you want to maximize your 

caloric burn, power walking, or taking longer strides while using your arms to propel 

your body forward, can burn up to 570 calories per hour. 



Walking with Pedometers for Weight Loss 

Another excellent way to ensure that you are getting the most out of your daily walk is 

by tracking your workout with a pedometer or step counting application on your phone. 

To ensure that you are getting the most out of your workout, you should first track how 

much ground you are covering at your current walking pace. 

This will allow you to see how much you need to increase your pace to maximize your 

weight loss. If you currently take 6,000 steps with your normal routine and you are not 

losing weight, then you should increase your pace so that you are covering more mileage 

in the same amount of time. 

 

The Steps of Losing Weight 

One mile can be achieve in roughly 2,000 

steps and can burn around 100 calories. It 

takes roughly 3,500 calories burned to lose 

one pound of body fat. To healthily lose one 

pound per week, you should aim to be at a 

500 calorie deficit each day. With a healthy 

diet this can be achieved by taking 10,000 

steps. 

If this seems intimidating consider adding 

these healthy walking routines to your 

current day: take the stairs instead of the 

elevator, park your car farther away from 

your destination, walk your children to 

school or walk to work, get off the bus early and walk the rest of the distance home. 

Above all else, ensuring that you are walking at a quick pace is the most beneficial way 

to ensure that you are burning the most calories for your workout. Your fitness goals are 

obtainable in this New Year and you can achieve them one step at a time. 

 



The Answer to How to Get Rid of Lower Back Fat 

Do you suffer from unsightly lower back 

fat? Are you less than in love with your 

love handles? Despite what you may have 

heard from fitness marketers, there is 

actually no way to specifically target 

lower back fat with specific exercises and 

supplements. However, even though you 

cannot simply spot treat this issue, by 

losing total body fat with diet and 

exercise you can completely eliminate 

your lower back fat woes. 

 Diet and Lower Back Fat Loss 

Fat located on the lower back region can be reduced by traditional diet and exercise. 

One way to ensure that your diet is conducive to eliminating back fat is by cutting out 

refined grains, alcohol, sugar, processed foods, and saturated fats, which will aid in 

reducing your caloric intake. If you desire to lose the spare tire, then you need make 

sure that each meal contains lean protein, fresh vegetables, whole grains, and 

unsaturated fat. 

A good meal for targeting lower back fat could contain steamed vegetables, grilled 

chicken, a whole grain pasta, and some sort of complex fat such as avocado. Your 

portion sizes should also depend on how many calories you determine you need to 

consume daily for weight loss. 

There are many online calorie counters and applications that can calculate your daily 

caloric intake or you can consult with a dietician for specialized plans. 

Exercise and Lower Back Fat Loss 

One important facet of ensuring that your muffin top disappears is exercise. 

Cardiovascular exercise can increase your daily calorie burn and, in turn, enable you to 

create a calorie deficit. It is suggested that adults perform a minimum of 150 minutes of 



cardio workout per week, however, longer durations can lead to greater weight loss. To 

see significant weight loss, you should attempt to perform 250 minutes each week. 

Often forgotten, strength training can aid in weight loss and create a leaner, more toned 

frame. When your body has more muscle, it is better able to burn calories when it is 

resting. Make sure that you prioritize full body strength training to see the best results. 

Movements such as pull-ups, push-ups, squats, and deadlift are excellent for gaining 

lean, strong muscle mass. 

Lower Back Fat and Stress 

A big cause of many types of abdominal fat is living in a 

stressful environment. Stress can cause fat to accumulate 

around your midsection and lower back which can harm 

your internal organs. Stress also causes your body to 

admit cortisol which can increase your body’s storage of 

visceral fat. By eating well balanced meals regularly you 

can actually trick your body into feeling less stressed. 

It is also important to ensure that you sleep between seven 

and nine hours each night. Finding alternatives to coping 

with stress, such as meditation, yoga, or calling a friend, 

can decrease your cortisol levels and actually help your body lose more weight faster. 

To ensure that you lose the lower back fat that you possibly can, it is important that you 

follow all of these recommended steps. There is no way to spot treat lower back fat 

alone, however, diet, exercise, and lowering your stress levels will help make your body 

as lean and healthy as possible—so you can finally love your waistline. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Best Ways to Get Rid of Love Handles  

Love handles, spare tire, muffin top—no matter what 

you call it, it all refers to the same thing, the excess fat 

that rests on the sides of your torso. Excess fat carried 

in the abdominal region can be incredibly tough to 

lose and often cause extreme harm to your self-esteem 

as you struggle to zip your favorite jeans. 

But don’t let your love handles get you down, with 

some hard work and dedication you can begin to 

actually love your waistline once again. By following 

these simple steps you can finally get rid of your love 

handles for good! 

Exercises to Get Rid of Love Handles for Good 

One of the most crucial ways in eradicating your pesky love handles is to focus on core 

body cross-training similarly to how you would for the rest of your body. Exercises that 

target your oblique muscles will hone in on your love handles and get rid of them over 

time. In fact, any move that involves reaching to the side is excellent for targeting love 

handles. 

If you really want to get the most out of our love handle workout, try incorporating 

exercises that also focus on your lower abs. This will work to slim and sculpt your entire 

torso, leaving your core strong and toned. 

Cardiovascular exercises, such as running and brisk walking, can also be beneficial in 

getting rid of love handles. While cardiovascular workouts focus on whole body 

wellness, much of the movement is isolated to your legs and core, making it ideal for 

total body fat burning. Try incorporating oblique and ab workouts with regular 

cardiovascular training and you will be amazed at the fat burning results. 

Eating to Eliminate Love Handles 

Another way to lose excess body fat and love handles is by ensuring that you are eating a 

balanced, healthy diet conducive to fat burning. Choosing the right foods—lean meats, 



whole gains, low-fat dairy, fruits, and vegetables—will fuel your body for your fat 

burning workouts and help to satisfy your hunger so you consume fewer calories. 

Losing excess abdominal fat and taming your love handles can be as easy as shaving off 

100 extra calories a day. Studies have shown that a pound of fat roughly equates to 

3,500 calories consumed. By sacrificing just 100 calories a day you could lose up to 20 

pounds a year and kiss those love handles good bye. 

Understanding What Causes Love Handles 

One of the best ways to target love handles 

is to understand why they have appeared 

on your midsection. One of the biggest 

factors in abdominal weight gain is living in 

a stressful environment. Stress causes the 

hormone cortisol to form naturally in the 

body. 

Unfortunately, this causes midsection weight gain that can also add on even more stress. 

However, there are many ways to combat the cortisol within your body. Ensuring that 

you exercise regularly, sleep at least seven hours a night, and eat well balanced, healthy 

meals several times a day, you can keep your body from producing excess cortisol and in 

turn love handles. 

 

Wondering How to Get Rid of Leg Fat? Here’s the Answer 

Since the time of the cavemen many 

women have gained weight in their hip 

and thigh areas. Traditionally, this was a 

biological measure to ensure that they 

were able to survive famine and drought. 

However, in the 21st century many of us 

have no need to be concerned with our 

ability to survive such events. 

Though we do need to worry about 



famine, our bodies are still biologically hardwired to store excess fat in these places, 

making it very difficult to lose fat on our hips and thighs. However, there is a hope to 

slimming your legs with diet and exercise. 

Genetics and Leg Fat 

Women who have high levels of estrogen tend to have more cellulite than others. 

Estrogen can actually direct extra calories to the fat cells in your legs and it also weakens 

connective tissues in your body. This process aids in childbirth, though it also effects the 

connective tissue in your entire body, making it more likely to produce fat. 

Based on our genetic code, there are two predominant body types; some people gain fat 

in their abdomens, creating apple shaped bodies; and others gain fat in their legs, 

creating pair shaped bodies. 

Research shows that hip and thigh fat is actually preferable because it is less likely to 

enter your bloodstream and clog your arteries. However, many of us still desire to 

reduce our overall body fat and slim our hips and thighs. Even though it is more difficult 

to eliminate than abdominal fat, it is still possible to do so though diet and exercise. 

Exercise to Lose Leg Fat 

One of the best ways to slim and smooth your legs is by building up your leg muscles 

which are often the some of the strongest muscles in your body. Stronger legs muscles 

can even help leave to overall fitness because as they get stronger your daily tasks will 

become much easier. 

Cardio is essential to losing excess thigh fat because it burns calories and works the 

lower body. Cardio can help you lose fat and tone your thighs at the same time. Some 

examples of cardio exercises that are beneficial to thigh fat reduction include elliptical 

training, stair climbing, jumping rope, and brisk walking. 

Exercises that utilize the natural weight of your body, such as wall squats, are also often 

very effective for strengthening your legs. While thigh exercises will not burn a 

significant amount of calories like cardio, it will help to give them a leaner appearance. 

 



Exercise to Lose Leg Fat 

As with all weight loss goals, it is important 

to ensure that your diet is conducive to a 

healthy lifestyle. If you want to lose fat you 

must adopt a cleaner diet with many small 

meals scattered throughout your day. 

For optimum fat loss, try making sure that 

the foods you eat are low-calorie and 

nutrient-dense. High –quality proteins, 

vegetables, fruits, and complex 

carbohydrates should be staples of your diet. Rather than eating large meals three times 

a day, cut your meals in half. When you eat smaller meals every few hours your 

metabolism will be elevated and your appetite will be suppressed. 

 

How to Get Rid of Neck Fat—Your Best Guide 

 Excess fat around your neck is not only 

unattractive, but it can also be an early indicator of 

obesity. Because of its proximity to your face, neck 

fat can lead to issues with self-esteem and body 

image. 

Neck fat can also prematurely age women more 

than any other type of body fat. There is no way to 

spot target neck fat, however with diet and exercise you can stimulate muscle growth in 

the neck area that will aid in the burning of fat more effectively than you ever thought 

possible. 

Cardiovascular Exercise to Get Rid of Neck Fat 

One of the best ways to lose overall body fat is by doing cardiovascular exercise. Walking 

and jogging are excellent fat burning workouts; though they do not specifically target the 

neck area, over time, cardio workouts will enable your body to lose total fat. 



 

Neck Exercises to Get Rid of Neck Fat 

It is also important to specifically target the muscles in your neck if you desire to lose 

excess neck fat. By stimulating the muscles in your neck, you will help them to more 

effectively burn fat even when you are at rest. 

Many neck exercises can be done using only your hands and a little bit of resistance. To 

target the muscles in the side of your neck, place your hand on the side of your head 

above your ear and try to touch your ear to your shoulder while providing a bit of 

resistance with your hand. Start out with three sets of eight repetitions and then switch 

to the other side. For maximum results, do this exercise three times a day. 

Another effective exercise for eliminating neck fat is to place both of your hands on your 

forehead and tilt your head forward while gently resisting the motion. Hold this exercise 

for five counts, then pause for five seconds to relax before beginning the next repetition. 

Complete this exercise for three sets of eight repetitions at least once a day. 

You can also place both of your hands with your interlaced fingers behind your head and 

your palms resting on the base of your skill. Pressing your head backwards while 

keeping your chin down will work the back of your neck and help aid in the stimulation 

of fat loss. Make sure to hold each repetition for five counts and complete three sets of 

eight repetitions one to three times each day. 

Eating Healthy to Reduce Neck Fat 

It is important to remember that fat loss is 

part of an equation. You must ensure that 

your diet is structure so that your body 

burns off more calories than it takes in. 

Certain foods can help you in the quest for 

burning off unwanted fat in your neck area 

and all over your body. 

Make sure that your diet contains omega-3 

fats such as fatty fish, fish oil, and chia 



seeds, and foods that contain monounsaturated fats that can be found in nuts such as 

almonds, pistachios, and pine nuts. A diet that is rich in lean protein will also stimulate 

fat loss, but don’t forget a healthy, daily dose of fruits and vegetables. 


